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Aptamer science is a growing field of both chemistry and biochemistry. Aptamers bind to specific target molecules, potentially allowing for identification and quantification. The methodologies for selection of aptamers are growing and ever-changing. There is a number of different selection protocols, some specialized and others more general. All have their advantages and limitations. Here I describe a host of these protocols and relate them towards the selection of an aptamer for oxidative DNA lesions, specifically the oxidation products of guanine. Guanine has the lowest reduction potential of the four DNA bases, and as such is the most readily oxidized. The oxidation product 7,8-dihydro-8-oxoguanine (8-oxoG) has been studied extensively over the last decade, but the further oxidation products Spiroiminohydantoin (Sp), Guanidinodihydantoin (Gh), and Iminoallantoin (Ia) are still largely unresearched. Aptamers for these products would prove to be invaluable diagnostic tools for the measurement of oxidative damage to DNA. Attempts to select aptamers toward these compounds are described, and recommendations for further attempts at aptamer selection are provided.
1.0 Introduction

An aptamer is a small, usually single-stranded, DNA or RNA oligonucleotide that preferentially associates with a given target molecule. This association can be used to develop diagnostic tools for these target molecules, including identification and quantification. The term aptamer was coined by the Szostak lab in the early 90s, from the Latin ‘aptus’, meaning ‘to fit’.\(^1\)

Aptamer research is a small, yet growing, field that has strong potential for a number of applications. Aptamers are generated from complex synthetic nucleic acid libraries via iterative rounds of selection, partition, and amplification. While the majority of aptamers are man-made molecules, recent research has discovered natural RNA aptamers, termed ‘riboswitches’, which are used to control gene expression.\(^2\) Aptamers usually range from 30-70 nucleotides, giving them the capacity to form complex three-dimensional structures and the possibility for a variety of binding locations (Figure 1).\(^3\)

The aptamer-target binding typically displays a binding constant that is equivalent to most receptor-ligand interactions.\(^4\)

There is a number of applications for aptamers in therapeutics, biosensing technology, capillary electrochromatography, affinity chromatography, flow cytometry, image analysis, and laser-scanning microscopy.\(^5,6,7,8,9,10\) One of the strengths of the aptamer approach is the ability to select an aptamer for a wide range of targets, from ATP to transcription factors (NF-κB) to...
A number of aptamer-based biosensors have been developed to date, as well, including biosensors for targets ranging from the nucleoside L-adenosine to cocaine.\textsuperscript{14,15}

The most common and widely used selection method for aptamers to date is \textit{in vitro} selection, also termed SELEX (Systematic Evolution of Ligands by Exponential Enrichment). Herein I will discuss the advantages and limitations of various selection methods, including SELEX, CE-SELEX, non-SELEX, Aptamer Selection Express, FluMag-SELEX, Structure-Switching Signaling Aptamer Selection, Tailored-SELEX, and Toggle-SELEX.

### 1.1 Initial Selection Protocols: \textit{in vitro} Selection

SELEX, also known as \textit{in vitro} selection, has been around for almost 20 years; in August of 1990, the term SELEX was coined and it was used for the first time to select for an aptamer.\textsuperscript{16} SELEX relies on variation, selection, and replication (Figure 2) and is limited only by the completeness of the initial library. The idea behind SELEX is fairly simple. A large random DNA or RNA oligonucleotide library is introduced to the required target molecule, at a given concentration. The portions of the library that most strongly associate with the target are isolated, replicated, and reintroduced to the target, potentially at a lower concentration. This process is repeated several times, enriching the pool for target binding aptamers.
concentration. Once the library has been appropriately reduced, the remaining pool contains potential aptamers. This pool can then be cloned and sequenced to yield the aptamers.

For the selection step, SELEX typically utilizes either affinity chromatography or a filter assay. The filter assay approach is very simple; the target/library solution is passed through a nitrocellulose filter that allows for the non-bound library and target to pass through, while retaining the bound target-library complex, provided that the size difference is sufficient when bound. For the affinity chromatography method, the target molecule is immobilized on an affinity column (typically of sepharose or agarose), the library is passed along this column, and the portion of the library that strongly associates with the target will stick to the column, while the rest washes away. The bound portions of the library are then eluted, amplified, and used for the next round of selection. Both of these methods are fairly simple and easy to design. It should be noted that there are other affinity techniques, such as Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assay (EMSA) or gel filtration that can be used, as well.

There are several limitations to using SELEX as the selection method. The largest limitation is likely the time constraint. To select a functional aptamer, the minimum number of selection rounds is typically eight to twelve.\textsuperscript{17} Specificity can also be an issue; if appropriate steps are not taken to undergo negative rounds of selection, the aptamer can be selective for the wrong target; negative rounds should involve selecting for and discarding aptamer sequences with affinity for similar targets to the one desired, the affinity column itself, or the filter.\textsuperscript{18} These portions of the library are thus removed from the main pool before subsequent rounds of selection.

There are additional limitations inherent in the SELEX affinity column approach. One is that the target must be linked to the stationary support. This linkage can block a potential
binding site for the possible aptamer sequences. Also, the strongest binding sequences can pose a problem when it comes to removing them to move on to the next round of selection, due to the strong binding itself. One limitation prevents possible aptamers from finding binding locations, while the other prevents the best aptamers from being selected.

Steps have been taken to overcome the time limitations of traditional SELEX. When the method was originally introduced, each round of selection would take 2-3 days; the entire process could take on the order of months. The Ellington lab at the University of Texas at Austin – one of the first labs to deal with aptamers and SELEX – has managed to improve their protocol with automated steps. They are now able to select an aptamer in a matter of days.\(^\text{19}\)

2. Other Selection Techniques

2.1 Capillary Electrophoresis

One way to overcome the time limitations is to utilize different affinity separation techniques for the partitioning of the bound from the non-bound. One such technique is CE-SELEX (capillary electrophoresis SELEX, Figure 3). CE-SELEX is a relatively new method dating back only about five years. The library is incubated in free solution with the target molecule. A small volume of this mixture is introduced to the capillary and separated with an applied potential. Ideally, the sequences of the library that bind to the target will travel at a different velocity
through the capillary than those that are not bound. This separates the bound and non-bound quite easily, presuming that there actually is a mobility change for the bound library-target complex. The collected bound sequences are isolated, purified, and PCR amplified before moving on to the next round of selection. $^{20}$

The free solution nature of CE-SELEX prevents two of the previously mentioned limitations of SELEX; there is no linkage to hinder binding site possibilities and strong binding is not a problem because there is no wash step. Both the DNA library and the target are in their normal solution-state structure. There are additional advantages to CE-SELEX, as well. For SELEX, it traditionally takes about six rounds to achieve more than 50% library binding. It has been reported that CE-SELEX can obtain close to 100% library binding within the first two rounds of selection. $^{21}$ Rarely is it necessary to perform more than two or three rounds of selection, making CE-SELEX significantly quicker than SELEX. The time factor is a major strength of this method. Negative rounds of selection are typically not performed for CE-SELEX. The negative rounds in traditional SELEX are normally performed to remove sequences that associate with either the stationary support or the filter. This is not typically a concern for CE-SELEX, as sequences that may bind to the acrylamide would not be collected with the bound target/library sequences.

The obvious limitation of CE-SELEX is that there must be a mobility shift when the library sequences are bound to the target. If there is not, it is not possible to resolve the peaks and separate the bound sequences from the nonbinding sequences. The aptamers selected so far using CE-SELEX have been those that exhibit a significant mobility shift. To date, this includes aptamers for the histone H4 peptide, neuropeptide Y, IgE, and protein farnesyltransferase, among others. $^{22,23,24}$ These targets range from about 1.5 kDa (a histone H4 peptide) to 200 kDa (IgE).
Targets that would typically allow for an adequate mobility shift would be those that allow for a bound complex with a different net charge than free DNA. For example, protein targets would allow for a mobility shift, whereas DNA base targets would not.

2.2 Non-Selex

One selection method, that utilizes no amplification whatsoever, is referred to as non-SELEX. Non-SELEX selection of aptamers has been around for only a handful of years, as well. The process employs NECEEM (non-equilibrium capillary electrophoresis of equilibrium mixtures) for the partitioning step. The advantage of using NECEEM, as opposed to more classical affinity techniques, is the additional information provided as regards to protein-DNA interactions. The non-equilibrium nature of the electrophoresis promotes the dissociation of the target/library complex. Only the strongest binding sequences with the lowest dissociation constant will elute as the bound complexes. While low-affinity binding has been shown to be a limitation for more traditional CE techniques, NECEEM overcomes this due to the non-equilibrium conditions.25

Three repetitive partitioning steps are all that is needed for non-SELEX; in one study the $K_d$ improved from $10^4$ μM to 0.3 μM after three rounds.26 Furthermore, the entire process takes close to an hour to complete. This makes the non-SELEX approach far superior when it comes
to time constraints. Non-SELEX is not only fast, it is efficient. Accurate abundances of aptamers can be estimated with this method, as well. However, due to limitations of current commercial CE instruments, the accuracy of the aptamers abundance estimation is limited.

When compared to NECEEM, CE-SELEX — essentially the same as non-SELEX but with the amplification step — non-SELEX compares quite favorably. In one study, the final enriched libraries had comparable affinities of 0.3 and 0.6 μM, the former produced from the non-SELEX method. Not only was the affinity improved with this method, but the method has superior speed and is simpler. The final and possibly most important advantage of non-SELEX over traditional SELEX and CE-SELEX, is the potential to select aptamers for non-amplifiable libraries.

2.3 Aptamer Selection Express

Possibly the newest aptamer selection method is Aptamer Selection Express (ASExp, Figure 5). This method was developed in 2008 at the Air Force Research Laboratories, in an effort to develop a new separation method to combat the cross-reaction (i.e. selectivity) difficulties they were experiencing when attempting to make new DNA capture element (DCE) systems, aka aptamers. With a new method that is more selective...
and specific, the hope was that these selectivity problems would decrease. The AExp process begins with introducing the target molecule to a ds-DNA library. The amount of target needed can be in the sub-nanogram range. When the target associates with the library, it will form a target/ss-DNA complex. This complex is then separated from the remaining library pool by utilizing magnetic beads that are bound with random ss-DNA. A simple magnet is all that is needed to then separate the bound complex from the unbound library, under the assumption that the target/ss-DNA complex will anneal to the random ss-DNA/magnetic bead pool. The selected library is then washed and the bound aptamers are amplified, cloned and sequenced.

The major stated advantage of this approach is that only a single selection step is necessary. This can drastically reduce the amount of time it takes to select an aptamer. The other major strength of this method is that very little target is actually needed. On the down side, it has been shown that the AExp method still exhibits the same cross-reaction problem that the traditional SELEX method has. AExp is still considered by some to be the superior method due to the greatly decreased cost, resulting from the advantages listed above.

It was not stated in the AExp literature, but other limitations could arise from the resultant unbound ss-DNA binding with the ss-DNA/magnetic bead complex. This would be recognized and amplified along with the ss-DNA/target/magnetic bead complex. Some of the eventual sequenced “aptamers” may not be functional. This is something that should be kept in mind when considering the Aptamer Selection Express method. There are further issues that this author has with this stated approach. The idea that the target will bind strongly enough to the initial library to promote dissociation but weakly enough to allow for annealing to the random ss-DNA/magnetic bead complex would seem to be problematic. There is also concern over the
degree of affinity that would be exhibited by the resultant aptamer, considering that there is only a single step to the reaction.

2.4 FluMag-SELEX

FluMag-SELEX is another modified SELEX protocol, named so because of the fluorescent tags and magnetic beads used in the method (Figure 6). The magnetic beads are used for target partitioning. Targets are immobilized on magnetic beads before introduction to the ssDNA nucleic acid library. Fluorescent labels are used for DNA quantification and are added with the first amplification step with fluorescently-labeled primers. These tags allow for easy determination of the efficiency of the process with each round of selection. FluMag-SELEX was specifically designed to select DNA aptamers for a wide range of targets with different properties and of different sizes. As with Aptamer Selection Express, the magnetic beads provide for fast and efficient separation of bound and non-bound library-target complexes; the placement of the magnetic beads obviously differs between the two methods. Fluorescent labeling is used for
quantification. This process has been shown to work for a variety of targets and the easy-handling process allows for processing of multiple targets.

2.5 Structure-Switching Signaling Aptamers

Signaling aptamers, like the biosensors mentioned previously, are modified aptamers with the ability to produce a recordable signal. This signal provides information that can be used to quantify the amount of target present. A fluorophore is typically used as the modification to the aptamer of choice. A method for this modification of aptamers was introduced by Andrew Ellington, et al. in 1999. Fluorophores are placed in a position to monitor conformational changes in the aptamer that arise when binding to the target. Typically, residues that do not interact with the target are replaced by the fluorophore of choice.

This method was taken a step further with the idea of using the conformational changes inherent with ligand-binding to produce a stronger fluorescence response than previously by introducing quenchers. This approach is applicable to almost all DNA aptamers, based upon the fact that these aptamers share the trait of forming both a duplex structure with antisense DNA as well as a complex structure with their respective target molecule. The key is to design the antisense DNA in such a way that the interaction with the target molecule allows for the antisense DNA to dissociate; this can involve altering the number
of base-pair matches or introducing mismatch pairs. This class of designed aptamers is referred to as structure-switching signaling aptamers.\textsuperscript{30}

The selection process itself is a bit different from the other selection techniques. The initial DNA library is bound to a partially complementary sequence, dubbed the capture oligonucleotide. The capture oligonucleotide has a quencher tag adjacent to a fluorophore tag on the library strand. When the target approaches, the portions of the library with the appropriate sequence will adopt a three-dimensional conformation, which ideally will cause dissociation of the library from the capture oligonucleotide, yielding an increase in fluorescence signal. The unbound sequences are partitioned from the bound sequences by spinning the solution down; anything containing a streptavidin bead will sink to the bottom, leaving the bound sequences in the supernatant. The bound sequences are cleaned up, amplified, and moved on to the next round of selection. The structure-switching nature of the selection process promotes the selection of aptamers with high-affinity for their targets (Figure 7).

As mentioned, previously existing aptamers can be modified to become structure-switching signaling aptamers without the loss of target recognition. However, if the desired aptamer has not been previously selected, a method has been designed to select and produce an aptamer which needs no further modification to become a structure-switching signaling aptamer.\textsuperscript{31} This method allows for production of ready-made biosensors. This method has produced a number of biosensing aptamers, including one for ATP (Figure 8). The system is designed to place a fluorophore adjacent to the respective quencher. When the system is intact (as in figure 8), the fluorescence signal is quenched. As the binding domain (underlined)
associates with the target, a conformational change will take place leading to the dissociation of the quencher strand. The further the quencher moves from the fluorophore, the stronger the measured fluorescence signal. As such, the measured signal provides a good indication of the amount of target present in the system.

2.6 Tailored-SELEX

Tailored-SELEX was designed with a specific purpose in mind: to rapidly develop and isolate an aptamer sequence with only ten fixed nucleotides in addition to the random region. Typically the required primer sites on either side of the random region require a larger fixed region, usually 15-25 nucleotides. Depending on the length of the random region, the size of the selected aptamer may prove difficult when it comes to chemical synthesis of the developed aptamer. The fixed regions may not be simply omitted because when an aptamer sequence binds to a target it forms a three-dimensional binding structure that may involve the fixed regions. Standard chemical synthesis is most efficient at sizes less than 60 nucleotides. As such, Tailored-SELEX (Figure 9) has
developed an aptamer selection methodology involving no more than ten fixed nucleotides. Customized primers are designed for Tailored-SELEX that can be added via ligation before amplification and removed during the amplification process.\textsuperscript{32}

The fixed regions are used for the ligation of the primer binding sites. This ligation is carried out with the assistance of the ‘bridge’ oligonucleotides (Figure 10). The bridges contain complementary sequences to both the fixed regions and the primer binding sites. Once ligation has taken place, amplification can proceed. Reverse transcription takes place under high temperatures to ease the removal of the forward bridge and alkaline fission allows for removal of the reverse bridge. Thus, the length of the library is not increased during the amplification process.

Tailored-SELEX was designed to allow for introduction of aptamers into biological living systems, e.g. cell cultures and animals. Post-SELEX modifications are necessary to increase the stability of the aptamers to an appropriate degree. However, the chemical modifications necessary are not as feasible at the increased size of some aptamer libraries – the cost increases substantially while the yield decreases. Tailored-SELEX is designed to produce aptamers under 60 nucleotides, into the desired range allowing for increased yields and decreased cost. Furthermore, this process can be developed into an automated aptamer selection protocol.

2.7 Toggle-SELEX

The Toggle selection method, developed by the Sullenger Lab at Duke University, is a novel method designed to promote cross-reactivity among species. For example, they developed a family of aptamers that all recognized and bound to both the human and porcine versions of
thrombin. These aptamers with cross-reactivity have a strong potential for gene therapy and other therapeutic applications, due to their ability to recognize variability in targets (e.g., epitopes, homologs, etc). Cross-reactivity is typically desirable when dealing with pre-clinical studies in animal models. To achieve this, specificity of the aptamers must be adequately reduced to allow for the cross-reactivity.33

The Toggle-SELEX process is carried about by alternating the target during the selection process (Figure 11). In the aforementioned example of the human-porcine thrombin toggle-aptamer, human thrombin was used to select for the odd rounds and porcine thrombin was used to select for the even rounds. Both human thrombin and porcine thrombin were used as targets in the initial round of selection. By alternating between human and porcine proteins, the aptamer selection tends toward selecting for evolutionarily conserved regions. As with traditional SELEX, once the library was reduced to a significant degree, the remaining pool is cloned and sequenced.

3.0 Competing Technologies

Antibodies, aka immunoglobulins (Ig), are proteins found in the body that are utilized by the immune system to find and neutralize foreign agents.34 The general structure of all
antibodies is quite similar. The difference lies in the hypervariable region, which is a small area on the tip of the protein. It is this region that differentiates antibodies and allows for the binding of an antibody to an antigen. An antigen is a substance that stimulates antibody generation. Once an antibody recognizes and binds to an antigen, it is tagged for response and attack by the immune system. Antibodies are also capable of neutralizing targets. Similar to aptamers, antibodies can be used to recognize and possibly quantify specific target molecules. Utilizing antibodies to detect molecules dates back to the 1950s and became widespread as early as the 1970s.

In comparison to aptamers, antibodies can be considered inferior. Antibody production can take up to 6 months, while aptamers can be produced in far less time (from a single day to 8 weeks). Unlike antibodies, aptamers are stable under more varied conditions, from increased temperature to harsh buffer conditions, without suffering from loss of activity. Aptamers are smaller. They are easier to engineer. There is high reproducibility with aptamers, while antibodies can suffer from batch-to-batch variation in performance. Aptamers are easier to develop into a drug screening program. Aptamers can be chemically synthesized; antibodies require the use of animals. Antibodies have a limited shelf-life and may undergo denaturation.

It has been a slow process, as aptamer science is still in development, but aptamers may replace antibodies in diagnostic applications, identification and quantification. Aptamers have been shown to function more efficiently than antibodies; however, to date, antibodies have been shown to be more versatile for selection. It is uncertain how many different molecules aptamers can be selected for. Furthermore, there is certainly no guarantee that aptamers will always work better than antibodies. Antibodies have been shown to work as well, or better, than aptamers in certain cases. Antibodies are good at what they do, but they can be difficult to work with.
4.0 Selection of Aptamers for Oxidative Lesions

Of the four DNA bases, guanine has the lowest reduction potential. As such, it is the most likely to be oxidized when DNA is subjected to oxidizing agents. Upon oxidation of guanine, 7,8-dihydro-8-oxoguanine – henceforth referred to as 8-oxoG – is formed. 8-oxoG has an even lower reduction potential than guanine. Upon oxidation of 8-oxoG, a number of products are formed, including Spiroimino-hydantoin (Sp), Guanidino-dihydantoin (Gh), and Imino-allantoin (Ia), the latter two being isomers (Figure 12)\(^{39}\).

These oxidation products are good indicators of oxidative damage to DNA. A biosensor that can detect and quantify these molecules – possibly in real time and at room temperature – would be an invaluable diagnostic tool. Both Gh and Ia have proven to be rather difficult to recognize and quantify via traditional detection methods. A new detection method, utilizing aptamers was explored. To date, no aptamer for Sp, Gh, or Ia has been selected. However, an RNA aptamer for 8-oxoG was selected by Loeb, et al., at the University of Washington School of Medicine a number of years ago.\(^{40}\)
4.1 Argininamide Aptamer

Argininamide (R-amide) bears a structural similarity to Gh, in that both contain the guanidinium functional group (Figure 13). An aptamer was selected for R-amide a number of years ago. The guanidinium functional group is the primary target of the R-amide aptamer. As such, this aptamer might also select for Gh. A biosensor was designed with this aptamer and tested against Gh. The biosensor was based on a tripartite system that had previously been shown to work for an ATP aptamer.

The tripartite system is composed of three oligonucleotides: the aptamer strand, the fluorophore strand, and the quencher strand (Figure 14). When the system is properly annealed together, the fluorophore is quenched and no fluorescence (or very little) is measured. As the target approaches the aptamer strand and associates with it, the fluorophore strand and the quencher strand dissociate from the aptamer strand. The increased distance between the fluorophore and the quencher leads to an increase in the fluorescence signal, which can be measured and possibly quantified.

The designed system was tested against prepared Gh, as well as various concentrations of R-amide, as a control. Three different tests were performed to test the viability of the system for...
both Gh and R-amide. A thermal denaturation profile (from 90-20° C, at 1°/min) was measured to determine at what temperature the system anneals together. This was carried out with both the entire system and without the quencher strand; this information indicates the fluorescence difference maximum, yielding a high end expected signal should the target denature the system at these given temperatures. The second test involves introducing analyte to the system at a specified holding temperature and measuring the change in fluorescence. The fluorescence increase should be roughly equivalent to what is predicted from the thermal denaturation profile. The final test is a temperature jump. The system begins at a low temperature (15-20° C) with analyte present. As quickly as the instrument allows, the temperature is increased to an elevated temperature (45-50° C, typically) and held there for an extended period (usually 30-45 min), after which the temperature is lowered to room temperature. This test provides useful information on how well the target is denaturing the system by increasing the temperature past the annealing point. It is possible that the aptamer strand will not associate strongly enough with the target to induce denaturation and will need assistance.

Ultimately, the system failed to yield positive results for either Gh or R-amide. The acquired thermal denaturation profiles (with and without quencher) behaved as they should, but the analyte testing did not indicate appropriate separation of the tripartite system with analyte present. The aptamer selected for R-amide is not able to be repurposed to develop a biosensor by using this approach. A new approach will be necessary if a biosensor is to be designed for Gh.
4.2 Selection of an 8-oxoG Aptamer

A modification of the structure-switching signaling aptamer selection approach was used to attempt to select an aptamer for 8-oxoG. As mentioned, an aptamer for 8-oxoG has been previously selected by another lab; the ultimate goal here was to select a biosensor for Gh and possibly Sp. It was determined that the method would be used to select an aptamer for 8-oxoG first, as 8-oxoG is more stable than the further oxidation products. Following that, a similar approach would be used to select an aptamer for Gh/Ia and/or Sp.

The aptamer selection system was designed using two separate oligonucleotides. The first oligonucleotide, designated as the library oligonucleotide, contained a 24 nucleotide random sequence flanked by primer regions, and a short sequence complementary to the second oligonucleotide. The second oligonucleotide is designated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Round</th>
<th>% Eluted w/ 100 μM G</th>
<th>% Eluted w/ 8oxoG</th>
<th>8oxoG Conc (μM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>43</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 15: Library oligonucleotide and capture oligonucleotide for the selection of an aptamer for 8-oxoG.

Figure 16: Library affinity for 8-oxoG with increasing rounds of selection.
the capture oligonucleotide (Figure 15). A biotin tag was placed 3' on the capture oligonucleotide. The biotin will bind to streptavidin beads with a $K_d$ of $10^{-15}$ mol/L, which approaches the strength of a covalent bond. This binding provides the separation step. A quencher is placed 5', adjacent to a fluorophore on the library oligonucleotide; when the strands are appropriately annealed, the fluorescence signal will be quenched. With target present, those sequences in the library that associate the strongest with the target dissociate from the capture oligonucleotide. The solution is spun down in a table-top centrifuge, separating the target-library complex (which remains in the supernatant) from the unbound library-capture complex (which settles at the bottom, along with the unbound capture oligonucleotide). The beads are washed with buffer until the fluorescence of the supernatant reaches background levels. After washing, the remaining library bound to the capture oligonucleotide is eluted with 0.1% NaOH. The fluorescence of this is measured to ascertain the amount of library that did not associate with the target. This provides a useful comparison to the fluorescence measurements of the bound library-target complex.

Fourteen rounds of selection proceeded before the library pool was sufficiently reduced and the affinity for the target was sufficiently high at a concentration of 10 µM 8-oxoG (Figure 16). One round of negative selection with 100 µM Guanine is included in the fourteen rounds.
The reduced library pool was cloned with P-GemT-Easy (a TA-based cloning kit) and grown on carbenicillin LB plates. The recovered clones were sequenced to yield potential aptamers. Four different sequences were obtained (Figure 17). Theoretical folding structures were obtained for the four sequences using Mfold (http://mfold.bioinfo.rpi.edu/) and it was determined that the sequence AC CCG GAC CAC AGG CCA ACC CCG C was the most likely aptamer sequence (Figure 18).

A new oligonucleotide was ordered from IDTDNA similar to the original library, with the “aptamer” sequence replacing the random region. This aptamer oligonucleotide was tested against 8-oxoG in a manner similar to the selection. The selection had been designed in such a way that it could easily be turned into a biosensor. The aptamer oligonucleotide was annealed to the capture oligonucleotide and introduced to 8-oxoG. The original library was tested in a similar manner, as a control. The testing did not indicate a strong preference for the 8-oxoG in either the aptamer oligonucleotide or the original library, despite the marked increase in 8-oxoG concentration (>5 mM) (Figure 19). The aptamer oligonucleotide behaved near identically to the original library; a greater affinity was not evident. The indication is that an aptamer was not yielded from the selection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concentration</th>
<th>Fluorescence Measurements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Final [8oxoG]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>w/ 8-oxoG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 mM</td>
<td>934.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 mM</td>
<td>983.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 mM</td>
<td>892.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 19: 8-oxoG affinity comparisons between the selected 'aptamer' and the initial library.

A second attempt at selecting an aptamer for 8-oxoG proved equally fruitless. The approach was modified slightly in a couple of ways. The complementary bases between the library and the oligonucleotide were adjusted to allow for easier dissociation. The PCR
amplifications were ethanol precipitated to remove the enzymes and purified to remove the primers, to provide for the cleanest possible strands. The amplifications were also run out on a 0.8% agarose gel to ascertain their purity. This attempt was abandoned after the initial rounds indicated neither increased affinity nor much affinity at all.

It is uncertain whether or not it is possible to select an aptamer for 8-oxoG with the method designed in this manner. Furthermore, there has been no evidence to indicate that all molecules are capable of forming aptameric relationships. It is the author’s opinion that a different selection method may prove to have more success in the development of an aptamer for this molecule.

4.3 Aptamer Selection Difficulties

The designed method for the selection of the 8-oxoG aptamer as described in section 4.2 was not a strict SELEX-based protocol. Elements from different selection techniques were used to develop a protocol that would potentially yield a ready-to-be-used biosensor. Unlike SELEX, neither an affinity column nor a filter assay was used for the selection step. The selection involved and required the denaturation of a library/capture oligonucleotide complex. This assures that a selected aptamer would have a very high affinity for the target. However, the high affinity that is required is also a deterrent in the selection process itself. The conformational changes that occur in the random region of the library oligonucleotide when bound to target may not be sufficient to dissociate the library from the capture oligonucleotide, despite the relatively small number of complementary base pairs. Possible aptamer sequences can be easily lost in this situation. An aptamer for 8-oxoG may not bind 8-oxoG in the necessary manner for this selection technique to properly work.
The streptavidin bead separation step also yielded a number of problems. The biotin-streptavidin bond never formed as it should. Far too many appropriately-labeled capture oligonucleotide strands either did not attach to the streptavidin beads or the bond broke far too easily – which is highly unlikely, as the streptavidin-biotin bond is among the strongest for any known non-covalent bond. Regardless of the reason why, this step proved to be very limiting; far too much of the library-capture complex was found in the supernatant during the initial wash cycles prior to target introduction. The loss of so much material limits the sequences that are available for aptamer selection.

A different method is necessary for the selection of an aptamer for 8-oxoG. Too many difficulties were found with this method. There are other selection methods that may prove to be more advantageous. A completely different approach would yield additional information as to whether or not an aptamer can actually be selected for this molecule.

4.4 Future Selection Considerations

These initial experiments failed to select or identify a useful aptamer for 8-oxo-G, Sp, Gh, or la. However, due to their biological significance and the current analytical difficulties in determining these compounds, they remain important targets for aptamer selection and biosensor development. The question remains, however, what approach is likely to generate a useful aptamer.

A method utilizing CE-SELEX can be a good place to start for the selection of a typical aptamer. It is a fairly straightforward method and results can be seen in a fairly short amount of time. However, in the case of 8-oxoG, this may prove to be difficult. CE-SELEX is known to work for larger molecules and, as yet, is unproven when it comes to molecules the size of 8-
oxoG. It is very likely that no mobility shift will be seen when the library is bound to target. As such, CE-based SELEX would not be a recommended starting place for the selection of this aptamer.

The Aptamer Selection Express method is a protocol that has possibilities for the selection of an 8-oxoG aptamer. Again, the method is fairly straightforward, other than the designing of the random ss-DNA/magnetic bead complex and the random ds-DNA library pool. Ideally, the size of the 8-oxoG target would work well for this method. Hopefully, the 8-oxoG target would associate strongly enough with the appropriate aptameric sequences to allow for the dissociation of that oligonucleotide from its complementary strand, yet weakly enough that the oligonucleotide/target/magnetic bead complex can form. This selection method has been shown to work, but only a handful of times. It is uncertain whether or not this method would work for 8-oxoG. This author has reservations about this method and its design and believes that it bears further investigation.

The Tailored-SELEX approach, while possibly an approach that may work for 8-oxoG, is not a method that this author would recommend for this selection. The method is rather complicated and quite specialized. The considerations that are employed are not a large concern for this selection. Likewise, the Toggle-SELEX method would not be a good method for 8-oxoG. The method is novel and yields highly useful aptamers, but is not applicable to this problem.

The structure-switching signaling aptamer approach is a good approach to take for the selection of this aptamer. The structure-switching signaling approach is valued because of the innate ability to produce ready-made biosensors. As a biosensing 8-oxoG aptamer is the desired product, this would seem to be the natural method to utilize. However, the slightly altered
structure-switching signaling approach used for the attempted selection described in section 4.2 proved unsuccessful. That method employed a target library whose folding structure would alter in the presence of target and produce a signal. Magnetic beads were used for the partitioning step.

Given the lack of success with the attempted selection approach, it may be advisable to apply the structure-switching signaling approach to an aptamer selected by a previous method. A selected aptamer can be modified with fluorophores and quenchers to create a structure-switching signaling aptamer (section 2.5). As mentioned earlier, an RNA aptamer for 8-oxoG was selected a number of years ago. If desired, this sequence could potentially be developed into a biosensing aptamer. Barring that, the approach used to select for this RNA aptamer could be duplicated to select a new aptamer for 8-oxoG or even aptamers for the further oxidation products Sp and Gh.

The FluMag-SELEX approach may prove to be the recommended method for the selection of an aptamer for 8-oxoG, Gh, or Sp. While utilizing streptavidin beads as the partitioning step, this approach removes the biotin-streptavidin binding difficulties. If the target can be directly bound to magnetic streptavidin beads, the partitioning step would be quite simple. FluMag-SELEX has been shown to work for the selection of an aptamer for ethanolamine (Figure 20), which is to date possibly the smallest successful molecular aptamer target. This author feels comfortable in recommending this as the preferred approach.
5.0 Concluding Remarks

Aptamer selection is a growing field of chemistry and biochemistry. In the almost twenty years since the beginning of aptamer science and the SELEX selection method, a large number of aptamers have been selected for a wide variety of molecules and numerous selection methods have been developed. As an emerging field, aptamers stand poised to replace antibodies in many identification and diagnostic procedures. They offer many advantages over antibodies, while having almost none of the same limitations. The only setback for aptamers in this regard at the moment is the increased number of antibodies that have been found versus the number of aptamers that have been selected.

The SELEX methods that utilize capillary electrophoresis (CE-SELEX and non-SELEX) are among the superior selection methods to date. The time necessary is greatly reduced from traditional SELEX and far fewer selection rounds are needed. The nonspecific binding limitation is also overcome by utilizing capillary electrophoresis. CE-SELEX would be the first step in designing a system to select a new aptamer. However, for 8-oxoG and the further oxidation products, it is more than possible that this approach will not work. A mobility shift will not likely be seen for the bound library-target complex. A different method should be explored.

Had it not already been attempted, the structure-switching signaling aptamer approach might be the recommended method for the selection of aptamers toward oxidative DNA lesions. Another recommended method could be to take a step back and use a simpler SELEX approach, perhaps similar to that which was already used to select the RNA 8-oxoG aptamer to select for Sp and Gh aptamers. The specific attachment of the 8-oxoG to the affinity matrix can not be duplicated for Sp or Gh, but a slightly modified coupling has possibilities. Ideally, an aptamer selected using that method could later be altered and developed into a biosensor. Furthermore,
the previously selected 8-oxoG aptamer can possibly be modified to create a new structure-switching signaling aptamer. There are problems with this method, mainly the time constraints and the need for further modification.

The recommended approach is to use the FluMag-SELEX method. This method has been shown to work for molecules smaller than 8-oxoG, Gh, or Sp. The method is fast and efficient. The previously seen difficulties with streptavidin beads are removed with this method as no biotin-streptavidin binding is necessary. The selected aptamer could later be developed into a biosensor.
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